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Behavioral adjustment is a key factor that facilitates species’ coexistence with humans in
a rapidly urbanizing world. Because urban animals often experience reduced predation
risk compared to their rural counterparts, and because escape behavior is energetically
costly, we expect that urban environments will select for increased tolerance to humans.
Many studies have supported this expectation by demonstrating that urban birds have
reduced flight initiation distance (FID = predator-prey distance when escape by the
prey begins) than rural birds. Here, we advanced this approach and, for the first
time, assessed how 32 species of birds, found in 92 paired urban-rural populations,
along a 3,900 km latitudinal gradient across Europe, changed their predation risk
assessment and escape strategy as a function of living in urban areas. We found
that urban birds took longer than rural birds to be alerted to human approaches,
and urban birds tolerated closer human approach than rural birds. While both rural
and urban populations took longer to become aware of an approaching human as
latitude increased, this behavioral change with latitude is more intense in urban birds
(for a given unit of latitude, urban birds increased their pre-detection distance more
than rural birds). We also found that as mean alert distance was shorter, urban birds
escaped more quickly from approaching humans, but there was no such a relationship
in rural populations. Although, both rural and urban populations tended to escape
more quickly as latitude increased, urban birds delayed their escape more at low
latitudes when compared with rural birds. These results suggest that urban birds in
Europe live under lower predation risk than their rural counterparts. Furthermore, the
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patterns found in our study indicate that birds prioritize the reduction of on-going
monitoring costs when predation risk is low. We conclude that splitting escape variables
into constituent components may provide additional and complementary information on
the underlying causes of escape. This new approach is essential for understanding,
predicting, and managing wildlife in a rapidly urbanizing world.
Keywords: alert distance, antipredator behavior, buffer distance, flight initiation distance, phi index, pre-detection
distance, rural-urban difference, urbanization
INTRODUCTION
Urbanization is one of the main drivers of the current global
biodiversity crisis (Foley et al., 2005; Grimm et al., 2008;
McDonald, 2008). More than half of the world’s humans live
in cities and this proportion is expected to increase over the
next decades (United Nations, 2014). In addition, the urban
areas are increasing at an even greater rate than the urban
population (United Nations, 2014). Given a rapidly urbanizing
world, we need to better understand the traits that permit species
to coexist with humans, which are often perceived as predators by
animals (Frid and Dill, 2002). In this sense, behavioral plasticity
is one of the key elements that permits species to coexist with
humans (Sol et al., 2013). For instance, because escape from non-
threatening humans is costly (Ydenberg and Dill, 1986; Cooper
and Frederick, 2007; Samia et al., 2016), and because humans in
cities rarely hunt or otherwise intentionally kill animals (Berger,
2007), urban prey are expected to respond to humans by reducing
costly anti-predator behavior. In addition, humans in urban areas
often displace predators (Møller, 2012), creating human shields
where prey are relatively safe (Berger, 2007; Ibáñez-Álamo et al.,
2012; Møller, 2012). If animals in urban areas experience reduced
risk of predation by their native predators, this should select for
reduced anti-predator responses.
In line with these expectations, a growing body of literature
has shown that animals generally have relaxed anti-predator
behavior in urban environments (e.g., Møller and Ibáñez-Álamo,
2012). In particular, individuals in urban populations generally
tolerate more human disturbance by reducing their flight
initiation distances (FID = predator-prey distance when escape
of the prey begins; Figure 1A) compared to rural populations
(Samia et al., 2015c). Despite this apparently ubiquitous pattern,
the drivers of the rural-urban difference in human tolerance have
just begun to be explored. Recent studies indicate an important
role of a species’ body size on urbanization with larger birds
being more tolerant (Samia et al., 2015c) and having increased
survivorship in cities (Brown and Graham, 2015). Brain size
also plays a key role: successful urban invaders and exploiters
are characterized by having larger brains (Sol et al., 2005, 2013;
Maklakov et al., 2011) and several studies have shown a negative
correlation between brain mass and FID (Møller and Erritzøe,
2014; Samia et al., 2015a; but see Carrete and Tella, 2011).
Studies also suggest that big-brained species are more innovative
and flexible in their ability to deal with the novel challenges
imposed by urban environments, such as the chronic disturbance
caused by human presence. Because predation risk is expected
to decrease with group size (Hamilton, 1971; Pulliam, 1973;
Alexander, 1974), birds in larger flocks might tolerate more
human disturbance than birds alone or in smaller flocks (Dill
and Ydenberg, 1987; Reimers et al., 2006), although current
evidence does not show a substantial effect of flock size on
tolerance to humans of urban birds (Møller, 2015; Samia et al.,
2015c). Some studies also suggest that increased tolerance to
humans is a function of disturbance frequency (Levey et al.,
2009; Engelhardt and Weladji, 2011; McGiffin et al., 2013),
which suggests that either the individual habituation process
(i.e., phenotypic plasticity; Blumstein, 2016), differential sorting
according to individual’s personalities (Carrete and Tella, 2013),
or strong selection against fearful individuals (Carrete et al.,
2016) may be involved in generating tolerance.
Among many recognized correlates of human tolerance,
latitude has recently been identified as a potentially important
correlate of tolerance in rural and urban environments. Latitude
is used as a proxy for predation risk since predator density
tends to decrease with increasing latitude (Laurila et al., 2008;
Schemske et al., 2009). In a study of 159 species of European
birds, FID decreased as latitude increased, in parallel with a
clinal reduction in raptor abundance (raptors are key avian
predators; Díaz et al., 2013). Other interspecific studies of
FID across latitudinal gradients—or among continents—have
recently revealed novel patterns in escape behavior (Møller et al.,
2014, 2016; Samia et al., 2015b). However, these large scale studies
have not considered a main predictor of FID, the prey’s alert
distance (AD; Figure 1A), which is the predator-prey distance
when an individual prey becomes aware of and begins to monitor
the predator (Cooper and Blumstein, 2015). Along with body
mass, AD explains most of variation in FID in taxa studied to
date (Samia et al., 2013; Cooper et al., 2015). A strong relationship
between FID and AD implies that they both reflect the general
level of fear that individuals experience while both scanning for
predators and fleeing following a predator’s approach. Variation
in the strength of this relationship will however reflect different
escape tactics in response to varying levels of predation risk
(Cooper and Blumstein, 2014).
While a robust body of evidence has shown that FID is
generally smaller in urban than rural places (review in Samia
et al., 2015c), latitudinal studies of rural-urban differences in
FID that account for variation in AD should permit us, for
the first time, to assess how birds modify their predation risk
assessment and escape strategy (in addition to modifying their
FID) when living in cities. These anti-predatory decisions can
be inferred from two variables. First, the prey’s pre-detection
distance (Figure 1A), which is a measure of how long a prey
takes to become aware of an approaching human [i.e., the
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FIGURE 1 | (A) Illustration of the five anti-predator behaviors considered in the present study. Starting distance (SD) is measured as the distance at which an
approaching human begins to approach a prey. Alert distance (AD) is measured as the distance at which prey responds by orienting toward the approaching human.
Flight initiation distance (FID) is measured as the human-prey distance when the prey begins to flee. Pre-detection distance is a measure of how long a prey takes to
become aware of an approaching human (i.e., the difference between SD and AD). Buffer distance is an estimate of tolerance calculated as the distance at which a
prey fled after being alerted by an approaching human (i.e., the difference between AD and FID). (B) Some hypothetical relationships between SD, AD, and FID as a
function of short, medium, or long pre-detection distances and short, medium, or long buffer distances.
distance between starting distance (SD) and AD; where SD is
the distance to the bird when approach begins]. Second, the
prey’s buffer distance (Figure 1A), which is a more rigorous
estimate of tolerance estimated as the distance at which a prey fled
“after being alerted by an approaching human” (i.e., the distance
between AD and FID; Cooper and Blumstein, 2015). Using
this approach, we can explore whether the previously identified
reduction in urban birds’ FID is traded-off with an increase in
other costly anti-predatory behaviors. For instance, a shorter FID
associated with a larger ADmight imply increased vigilance costs
since the prey’s attention cannot simultaneously be focused on
other fitness-enhancing activities, such as foraging. By contrast, a
shorter FID associated with a shorter ADwould result in a shorter
buffer distance, implying that birds escape sooner after detecting
an approaching human. If this reduction in tolerance is associated
with a longer pre-detection distance, it may illustrate a strategy by
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which birds reduce their monitoring costs. Figure 1B illustrates
these and other hypothesized scenarios.
We studied the difference in escape decisions of urban and
adjacent rural populations of 32 bird species along a large
latitudinal gradient across Europe (3,900 km). We investigated
whether rural and urban birds differ in their awareness and
tolerance along this gradient by estimating their pre-detection
distance and buffer distance. We also studied the factors
potentially related to rural-urban differences in these anti-
predatory indicators by exploring seven potential correlates of
pre-detection distance and buffer distance: latitude, species’ body
mass, species’ brain mass, number of humans living in the
city, rural-urban difference in mean SD (hereafter, 1SD), rural-
urban difference in mean AD (hereafter, 1AD), and rural-
urban difference in mean flock size (hereafter, 1flock size). Our
hypotheses concerning the effect of these predictor variables are
summarized in Table 1.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Field Data Collection
We collected data from April to September 2015 (breeding
season) using a standard protocol (Blumstein, 2006). Data were
collected in urban and adjacent rural areas of 10 cities from
eight European countries: Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia,
Finland, France, Hungary, Poland, and Spain (data set available
in Supplementary Material 1). Observers used binoculars to
identify birds that were foraging or engaged in “relaxed behavior”
(i.e., roosting or preening). Highly vigilant or obviously alarmed
individuals, or individuals near their nests were not approached.
Subsequently, each individual bird was approached in a straight
line by a human walking at a constant speed (0.5m/s). The
distance at which the experimenter started to approach the focal
bird was recorded as SD, while the distance at which the bird first
oriented toward the approaching human and stopped its previous
activity was recorded as AD, and the distance at which the animal
began to flee was recorded as FID. The number of birds within a
radius of 10m around the focal individual was recorded as flock
size. We avoided sampling the same individual twice by moving
to another site immediately after samples were taken. If the same
general area was visited, only individuals of different species, sex
or age than those sampled before were tested. A modest degree of
re-sampling subjects, however, has been shown to not influence
the results of studies like this (Runyan and Blumstein, 2004).
We used a paired study design with one urban and one
rural area in each study location. The distance between each
pair of urban and rural site varied between 1 and 20 km. All
urban study sites included both urban centers, characterized
by areas with multi-story buildings, as well as suburban areas,
characterized by areas with single-family houses. Rural areas were
dominated by open farmland with scattered houses. Definitions
of urban (at least 50% of built-up area, building density >10
buildings/ha and, a residential human density >10 humans/ha)
and rural habitats (5–20% built-up areas, a building density<2.5
buildings/ha, and residential human density between 1 and 10
humans/ha) follow Marzluff et al. (2001). The benefit of this
paired study design is that neighboring study sites will share
most potentially confounding environmental characteristics (e.g.,
weather, altitude, soil), yet philopatry and assortative mating may
decrease, or even prevent, movements between urban and rural
study sites (Møller, 2009, 2015).
Additional Data
Information about latitude and human population size of the
cities were extracted from Wikipedia (https://www.wikipedia.
org). Body mass information was extracted from Cramp and
Perrins (1977–1994). Brain mass information was extracted from
Møller and Erritzøe (2014). As explained above, mean flock size
was estimated by field observations of individual birds.
Calculating the Phi Index
The relationship between SD, AD, and FID is constrained by an
envelope. This means that AD can only assume values ≤ SD
(according to methodology applied to study escape behavior, an
individual is never experimentally approached if already alerted
by an approaching observer; see Section Field Data Collection)
and FID can only assume values ≤ AD (a prey individual cannot
escape from a predator before it has detected it). The phi index
(8) is a goodness-of-fit metric that was originally developed to
provide estimates, unbiased by this envelope relationship, of how
close FID is to AD, which corresponds to our definition of buffer
distance (Samia and Blumstein, 2014). Formally,
8 = 1−
∑n
i= 0
(ei − oi)
ei
n
where, ei is the AD, oi is the FID, and n is the sample size.
Nevertheless,8 can also be used to estimate how close AD (in this
case, oi) is to SD (ei) and then estimate the pre-detection distance.
Importantly, 8 can be used as an effect size measure, which
provides the magnitude of the effect of SD on AD (hereafter, pre-
detection-8) and of AD on FID (hereafter, buffer-8; Samia and
Blumstein, 2014).8 is a standardized metric ranging from 0 to 1.
Pre-detection-8 values closer to 1 imply that birds were aware of
approaching humans as soon as the human started to approach
the focal bird, while buffer-8 values closer to 1 imply that birds
escape as soon as they were alerted to an approaching human.
Statistical Methods
We fitted a phylogenetically informed mixed-effect model using
the rma.mv function of the metafor R package (Viechtbauer,
2010). Because there were multiple observations for each species,
and because a shared evolutionary history makes data statistically
dependent (Garamszegi, 2014), we incorporated species identity
as a random factor while controlling for the phylogenetic
dependence among species using a recent phylogenetic
hypothesis (Jetz et al., 2012; Supplementary Figure 1).
Our dependent variables were the rural-urban difference in
8 estimated for a species from a single city (e.g., 8 of the
rural population of Passer domesticus from aroundMadrid minus
the 8 of the urban population of P. domesticus from the city
of Madrid); hereafter termed 1pre-detection-8 and 1buffer-
8. The use of these dependent variables emphasizes our aim of
studying rural-urban differences in these antipredator behaviors.
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TABLE 1 | Hypotheses concerning predictors.
Predictor Response variable Rationale Expectation
1SD Pre-detection distance Predation risk decreases as soon as prey detect an approaching
predator.
Rural-urban difference should increase with 1AD: we
expect that urban birds show a weaker positive
relationship between buffer distance and AD because of
a reduced perceived risk of predation in urban
environments.
1AD Buffer distance FID often show a strong positive relationship with AD, very likely
because of increased attentional costs of monitoring an
approaching predator, or because perceived risk increases as the
duration of a predator’s approach increases.
Rural-urban difference should increase with 1AD: we
expect that urban birds show a weaker positive
relationship between buffer distance and AD because of
a reduced perceived risk of predation in urban
environments.
1flock size Pre-detection distance Vigilance increases with group size because of many eyes effect. Rural-urban difference should increase with 1flock size:
we expect that urban birds live in smaller flocks because
of reduced predation risk in the cities and then take
longer to be alerted about an approaching human.
Buffer distance Per capita predation risk tends to decrease with group size
because individual risk is diluted.
Rural-urban difference should increase with 1flock size:
we expect that urban birds live in smaller flocks because
of reduced predation risk in the cities and also tolerate
closer human approaches after detection because of the
reduction in perceived predation risk.
Latitude Pre-detection distance Predation risk decreases with latitude because of reduced
predator density.
Rural-urban difference should decrease as latitude
increases since the difference in predation pressure
between rural and urban environments is smaller at high
latitudes.
Buffer distance Predation risk decreases with latitude because of reduced
predator density.
Rural-urban difference should decrease as latitude
increases since the difference in predation pressure
between rural and urban environments is smaller at high
latitudes.
Body mass Pre-detection distance FID and AD usually increase with body mass for a variety of
hypothetical causes: increased conspicuousness of large prey,
decreased agility to escape larger animals, preferred prey item
because of increased energetic intake to the predator, increased
risk taking by smaller animals because their metabolic rates make
acquiring sufficient energy more immediate.
Rural-urban difference should increase as body mass
increases.
Buffer distance FID and AD usually increase with body mass for a variety of
hypothetical reasons: increased conspicuousness of large prey,
larger animal’s decreased agility to escape, large prey are
preferred prey items, increased risk taking by smaller animals
because their energetic requirements are more immediate given
relatively high metabolic rates.
Rural-urban difference should increase as body mass
increases.
Brain mass Pre-detection distance Large-brained species are better able to adapt to novel
environments (e.g., cities), assess predation risk and increase net
benefits before fleeing from an approaching threat.
Rural-urban difference should increase as brain mass
increases.
Buffer distance Large-brained species are better able to adapt to novel
environments (e.g., cities), assess predation risk and increase net
benefits before fleeing from an approaching threat.
Rural-urban difference should increase as brain mass
increases.
Human
population size
Pre-detection distance For animals that showed increased tolerance to humans, evidence
suggests that the degree of tolerance increases with frequency of
non-lethal human disturbances, likely because of a habituation
process.
Rural-urban difference should increase with a city’s
human population size.
Buffer distance For animals that showed increased tolerance to humans, evidence
suggests that the degree of tolerance increases with frequency of
non-lethal human disturbances, likely because of a habituation
process.
Rural-urban difference should increase with a city’s
human population size.
SD, starting distance; AD, alert distance; FID, flight initiation distance; ∆, symbol indicates the rural-urban difference of a given variable.
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We only included populations with at least eight observations per
urban site and at least eight observations per rural site (i.e., at least
16 observations per species’ population) in the analyses to avoid
estimates based on very small sample sizes.
We tested the effect of the predictors on 1pre-detection-8
and 1buffer-8 using models that were weighted by sample size
to account for differences in sampling effort among populations
(Garamszegi and Møller, 2011; Garamszegi, 2014). The inverse
sample size of a given species’ population (= contrast) was used as
a proxy for variance in the rma.mv function (Garamszegi, 2014).
Continuous variables were log10-transformed before analyses to
ensure normality of residuals.
We performed stepwise backward model selection based on
corrected Akaike Information Criteria (AICc), using a threshold
AICc value of 2. We present both full and minimum adequate
models. We assessed the importance of each predictor based
on their effect sizes calculated as partial correlation coefficients
(Nakagawa and Cuthill, 2007). We followed criteria listed by
Cohen (1997) for small (r = 0.10, explaining 1% of the variance),
intermediate (r = 0.3, explaining 9% of the variance) or large
effect sizes (r = 0.5, explaining 25% of the variance). As
expected, brain mass was strongly positively correlated with
body mass (r = 0.9), but the remaining predictor variables
had low multicollinearity (all variance inflation factors, VIFs,
<1.21). Multiple regression is the best approach to control
for undesirable confounding effects among correlated covariates
(such as body and brain masses), yielding unbiased coefficient
estimates (Freckleton, 2002). For this reason, we retained body
mass and brain mass in the same model to control for their
confounded effect. Moreover, we found no relationship between
body mass and latitude (model’s P = 0.36; effect size r =−0.07),
or body mass and an interaction between latitude and site (rural
× urban; model’s P= 0.94; effect size r=−0.005), suggesting that
any effect of latitude on the escape variables was not confounded
by a potential latitudinal increase in avian bodymass. All analyses
were conducted with R version 3.2.2 (R Core Team, 2014).
RESULTS
Our final data set contained 5,987 observations of 32 bird
species, resulting in 92 paired comparisons of rural and urban
populations (Supplementary Material 1). Paired t-tests showed
that, on average, SD, AD, FID, and buffer-8 were smaller in
urban than inmatched rural populations, all with large effect sizes
(Figure 2). Although the SD used to approach urban birds was
much smaller than the SD for rural birds (with a large effect size,
r= 0.64), urban birds took longer than rural birds to be alerted to
an approaching human, as evidenced by a smaller pre-detection-
8 in urban populations (the rural-urban difference had a large
effect size; Figure 2). Flock size did not differ between rural
and urban populations (with a very small effect size; Figure 3),
suggesting that urban birds did not take longer to detect humans
because of fewer eyes to detect predators.
The minimum adequate model of 1pre-detection-8
retained only one variable, latitude, which had a large effect
size (Table 2). We found that the rural-urban difference
in pre-detection distance increased with latitude (Table 2,
Figure 4A). Specifically, we found that although both rural and
urban populations tended to take longer to be alerted to an
approaching human as latitude increased (i.e., both have smaller
pre-detection-8 values as latitude increased), urban birds took
even longer than rural birds as latitude increased (Figures 4A,B).
The minimum adequate model of 1buffer-8 retained two
variables: 1AD (intermediate to large effect size) and latitude
(small to intermediate effect size; Table 3). We found that
the rural-urban differences in buffer distance increased with
the difference in their mean AD (Table 3, Figure 5A). When
we excluded an outlier with high leverage from analysis, we
found that rural birds did not have a significant relationship
between mean AD and buffer-8 (Figure 5B), while urban
birds had a negative relationship between these variables (P
= 0.019; Figure 5C). The latter relationship was marginally
significant when the outlier was kept in the analysis (P =
0.053; Supplementary Figure 2). We also found that rural-urban
differences in buffer distance decreased as latitude increased
(Table 3, Figure 6A). Although both rural and urban populations
tended to escape sooner once alerted, as latitude increased (i.e.,
both have larger 8-values as latitude increased), urban birds
tended to delay their escapemore at low latitudes when compared
with rural birds (Figure 6B).
Finally, regression between buffer-8 and pre-detection-8
by site revealed an interesting pattern (Figure 7). In rural
environments, populations that were alerted soon after a human
began approaching them responded by delaying or anticipating
flight, whereas all but one population that took longer to
become alerted to humans escaped soon afterwards (Figure 7A).
By contrast, in urban environments, the significant negative
relationship between buffer-8 and pre-detection-8 (small to
intermediate effect size, r = −0.26; intercept = 0.783, b =
−0.203, P = 0.012) suggests a trade-off between these escape
decisions (Figure 7B).
DISCUSSION
When compared with rural birds, urban European birds have
shorter alert distances (AD), flight initiation distances (FID),
and delay escape more (as reflected by smaller buffer-8 values).
Despite the fact that the starting distance (SD) used to approach
individual birds was much smaller in urban sites, urban birds
took longer to be alerted by an approaching human (as reflected
by a smaller pre-detection-8 values), making our conclusions
even more robust. Despite the fact that the observer is partly
determining SD, it is also a feature of habitats and species
associated with specific habitats. In urban habitats, birds may
observe an approaching human or predator later because of
high building density or because of urban noise, and therefore
urban birds may have less time to make their escape decisions.
Importantly, since AD and FID were also substantially reduced
in urban habitats (both with large effect sizes), the large reduction
in pre-detection distance and buffer distances in urban locations
were not an artifact caused by 8, a metric which calculates the
relative, not the absolute, difference between these behavioral
estimates (Samia and Blumstein, 2014).
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FIGURE 2 | The rural-urban differences of five components of escape behavior of the 92 bird populations studied in Europe: (A) starting distance, SD; (B) alert
distance, AD, (C) flight initiation distance, FID; (D) pre-detection-8 (lower values mean that birds took longer to be alerted to an approaching human); (E) buffer-8
(lower values mean that birds tolerate more human approach after detection). Box-plots show median, quartiles, 5- and 95-percentiles and extreme values. Each
population’s trajectory is illustrated with a gray line. t-values and effect sizes calculated as partial correlation coefficients are shown. All t-values were highly significant
(***P < 0.001).
The great reduction in anti-predatory responses in urban
environments suggests that urban birds in Europe live under
lower predation risk than their rural counterparts, a causal
hypothesis supported by previous studies (e.g., Anderies
et al., 2007; Møller and Ibáñez-Álamo, 2012; Díaz et al.,
2013). Economic escape theory postulates that prey should
counterbalance predation risk and the costs of fleeing (which
includes the loss of foraging opportunities) when deciding to
escape from a potential predator (Ydenberg and Dill, 1986;
Cooper and Frederick, 2007). By reducing awareness and
delaying flight after detecting a potential threat, urban birds are
expected to be able to allocate more of their limited energy to
other key activities, such as foraging and reproduction (Ydenberg
and Dill, 1986; Cooper and Frederick, 2007). Indeed, urban birds
often have longer reproductive periods and more breeding bouts
when compared with their rural counterparts, although climatic
and ecological factors are also involved in this process (Deviche
and Davies, 2013; Møller et al., 2015).
Besides the difference in predation risk, there are at least two
other possible drivers of these rural-urban differences in anti-
predatory responses. First, it is possible that urban birds live in
“heat islands” and this climatic effect, rather than variation in
predation risk, drives the patterns in the life history decisions
reported here. We find this possible, but not likely because of the
effect sizes we identified and because of the relationship between
predation and FID that we (and others) reported elsewhere
(Stankowich and Blumstein, 2005; Díaz et al., 2013; Cooper
and Blumstein, 2015; Samia et al., 2015c). Second, variation
in flock size, which could influence risk perception, could also
explain these patterns. Differences in flock size between rural
and urban populations could contribute to differential awareness
and risk taking by birds that results from the effects of many
eyes scanning for predators (Pulliam, 1973). Individuals in larger
flocks could also tolerate more human disturbance because of
a reduction in per capita risk of predation (Alexander, 1974).
And, if tolerance of non-lethal human disturbance is socially
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FIGURE 3 | The rural-urban differences in flock size of the 92 bird populations
studied in Europe. Box-plots show median, quartiles, 5- and 95-percentiles
and extreme values. Each species’ trajectory is illustrated with a gray line.
t-values and effect sizes calculated as partial correlation coefficients are
shown. ns, non-significant.
TABLE 2 | Full and minimum adequate models explaining the rural-urban
differences in pre-detection distance (1pre-detection-8) of European birds.
Predictor Estimate SE Z p Effect size
FULL MODEL (AICc = −93.84)
(Intercept) −0.137 0.206 −0.662 0.508
1SD 0.142 0.145 0.980 0.327 0.11
Latitude 0.004 0.002 2.106 0.035 0.23
Body mass 0.076 0.076 0.998 0.318 0.11
Brain mass −0.108 0.121 −0.893 0.372 −0.10
Human population −0.013 0.019 −0.693 0.489 −0.08
1Flock size 0.010 0.090 0.108 0.914 0.01
MINIMUM MODEL (AICc = −113.32)
(Intercept) −0.078 0.094 −0.821 0.412
Latitude 0.004 0.002 2.162 0.031 0.23
Effect sizes are partial correlation coefficients. P-values in bold indicate statistical
significance (P < 0.05).
transmitted, one might expect the effect of social transmission
to be enhanced in larger groups (Griffin, 2004). However, the
rural and urban bird populations we studied in Europe did not
differ in their flock sizes. Although, a recent study found that
wild birds increased tolerance to humans as group size increased
(Samia et al., 2015a), flock size was not important in explaining
rural-urban differences in tolerance in ameta-analysis of 180 bird
species distributed around the globe (Samia et al., 2015c), nor
was it important in a meta-analysis of all estimates of FID in
birds (Møller, 2015). Nevertheless, the similarly-sized flocks in
rural and urban bird populations in our study suggests alternative
explanations for rural-urban differences in these anti-predatory
responses.
To understand the changes in escape strategies of rural and
urban birds we need an integrative view of the patterns that
FIGURE 4 | The relationship between (A) latitude and rural-urban difference in
pre-detection-8 (1pre-detection-8) and (B) the relationship between latitude
and pre-detection-8 by site. Lower values of pre-detection-8 mean that birds
took longer to be alerted to an approaching human. The size of the circles in
plot A is proportional to sample size for a given population (min = 19, max =
358). In plot (B), orange points and orange line represent rural populations
whereas blue points and blue line represent urban populations. Circle size was
fixed but points representing urban birds have been slightly displaced to the
right (0.7◦ of latitude) to improve data visualization. Lines illustrate linear
regressions.
arise from the main drivers of pre-detection distance and buffer
distance. As latitude increases, pre-detection distances increase
and buffer distances decrease in both rural and urban birds.
If we assume that predation risk decreases with increasing
latitude (Schemske et al., 2009; Díaz et al., 2013), this implies
that as risk decreases, birds take longer to become aware
of approaching humans while they take flight more rapidly
following detection. This pattern suggests that birds prioritize
the reduction of monitoring costs when facing lower predation
pressure, which occurs at higher latitudes and in urban areas.
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TABLE 3 | Full and minimum adequate models explaining the rural-urban
differences in buffer distance (1buffer-8) of European birds.
Predictor Estimate SE Z p Effect size
FULL MODEL (AICc = −110.72)
(Intercept) 0.222 0.184 1.209 0.227
1AD 0.317 0.080 3.966 <0.001 0.43
Latitude −0.005 0.002 −2.490 0.013 −0.27
Body mass −0.0004 0.07 −0.006 0.996 <0.01
Brain mass 0.072 0.107 0.675 0.499 0.07
Human population 0.0003 0.017 0.018 0.986 <0.01
1Flock size 0.028 0.082 0.343 0.731 0.04
MINIMUM MODEL (AICc = −126.69)
(Intercept) 0.222 0.085 2.603 0.009
1AD 0.332 0.078 4.246 <0.001 0.45
Latitude −0.005 0.002 −2.407 0.016 −0.26
Effect sizes are partial correlation coefficients. P-values in bold indicate statistical
significance (P < 0.05).
Because attention is a limited entity (Dukas, 1998, 2004), prey
that allocate attention so that they can detect predators must
reduce or divert their attention from other fitness-enhancing
activities, such as foraging or social activities. For this reason,
ongoing monitoring is costly because of lost opportunities.
In fact, a recent meta-analysis showed that factors associated
with opportunity costs had the largest effect size on escape
decisions in lizards (Samia et al., 2016). This raises the question
whether it is reasonable to expect selection on animals to reduce
monitoring costs in areas with reduced predation risk. Future
studies that report a negative relationship between latitude (or
other environmental correlates of predation risk) and vigilance
behavior in birds would be consistent with the causal hypothesis
of reduction of attentional costs.
While larger pre-detection distances at higher latitudes is
consistent with the reduced predation risk hypothesis, the
more immediate escape of both rural and urban birds at
higher latitudes might sound counterintuitive. However, this
observation can be explained by the spatial constraints associated
with escape. Escape variables are constrained so that SD ≥
AD ≥ FID, with FID always being > 0 for prey which flee
an approaching threat at any given moment (Cooper et al.,
2015). The larger a prey’s pre-detection distance, the closer
is AD to the minimal safe distance (Blumstein, 2003; Cooper
and Blumstein, 2015). In economic escape theory, the minimal
safe distance (or Zone I sensu Blumstein, 2003) represents a
distance at which prey flee immediately because the risk of
being depredated is maximal given its very close distance to the
predator. Thus, it is not expected that prey tradeoff risks against
costs, but rather flee immediately (Blumstein, 2003; Cooper and
Blumstein, 2015). Therefore, because birds seemingly increase
their pre-detection distance to avoid ongoing monitoring costs
at high latitudes, their AD shifts closer to their minimal safe
distance, resulting in even more immediate escape at higher
latitudes. Although the existence of a minimal safe distance
has empirical support (e.g., Cooper, 2005, 2008), future studies
identifying the factors that determine it, and whether theminimal
FIGURE 5 | The relationship between (A) rural-urban difference in mean alert
distance (1AD) and rural-urban difference in buffer-8 (1buffer-8), and the
relationship between mean AD and buffer-8 in (B) rural and (C) urban sites.
Lower values of buffer-8 mean that birds tolerate more human approach after
detection. The size of the circles is proportional to sample size for a given
population (plot A: min = 19, max = 358; plot B: min = 8, max = 122; plot C,
min = 8, max = 275). Lines illustrate linear regressions.
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FIGURE 6 | The relationship between (A) latitude and rural-urban difference in
buffer-8 (1buffer-8) and (B) the relationship between latitude and buffer 8 by
site. Lower values of buffer-8 mean that birds tolerate more human approach
after detection. Circle size in plot A is proportional to the sample size for a
given population (min = 19, max = 358). In plot B, orange points and orange
line represent rural populations whereas blue points and blue line represent
urban populations. Circle size was fixed and points representing urban birds
have been slightly displaced to right (0.7 degrees of latitude) to improve data
visualization. Lines illustrate linear regressions.
safe distance changes over time and context, will help us
to understand the processes leading to the success of urban
populations.
This causal hypothesis of the relationship between buffer
distance and latitude is supported by two other findings. First,
the observation of different relationships between AD and buffer
distance that varied across sites. In rural areas, with larger average
AD, which were further from bird’s minimal safe distances, there
was no relationship between mean AD and buffer distance. By
contrast, this relationship was negative in urban areas where
mean AD was shorter and thus closer to the bird’s minimal safe
distances. Second, the observation of the inverse relationship
FIGURE 7 | The relationship between pre-detection-8 and the buffer-8 for (A)
rural and (B) urban populations. Lower values of pre-detection-8 mean that
birds took longer to be alerted to an approaching human, whereas lower
values of buffer-8 mean that birds tolerate more human approach after
detection. Circle size is proportional to sample size for a given population (plot
A: min = 8, max = 122; plot B: min = 8, max = 275). Line illustrates linear
regression.
of pre-detection distance and buffer distance that varied with
latitude. This relationship suggests that the minimal safe distance
is a potential threshold for escape in birds. The rural-urban
difference in buffer distance is larger in Southern Europe,
the region where the difference in pre-detection distance is
smaller. Conversely, the rural-urban difference in buffer distance
is smaller in Northern Europe, where the difference in pre-
detection distance is larger.
Although the observed latitudinal variation in behavior
is consistent with the predation risk hypothesis (when not
distinguishing rural from urban populations), the observed
“rural-urban difference” in these behaviors with latitude is
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challenging to explain, particularly since some expect patterns
were not observed (see Table 1).
Contrary to our expectation, rural-urban differences in pre-
detection distance increased at higher latitudes, with urban birds
taking even longer to be alerted of approaching humans in higher
latitudes. There are at least two hypotheses that may explain
these patterns. First, in Northern Europe, rural villages are small
and birds may effectively avoid people because they have a
reduced tolerance of people (e.g., because they are less exposed,
they are less likely to habituate to humans) and because of a
weaker human shield effect in these areas (Berger, 2007; Ibáñez-
Álamo et al., 2012; Møller, 2012). Thus, the difference between
urban centers and rural areas may be exacerbated given the
size of rural villages. Second, the differences between Northern
and Southern Europe could result by their different types of
predator communities. Predator assemblages in Northern towns
are less diverse and abundant than assemblages in the Southern
towns. For example, no stray cats and red foxes live in Northern
European towns (e.g., Jokimäki et al., 2005), despite both of
them being common in Southern European towns. In addition,
many raptor species (e.g., Falco peregrinus and F. tinnunculus)
are urbanized in the South but have not become urbanized in the
North. These differences are partly related tomuch longer history
of urbanization in Southern than in Northern Europe. Thus,
urban birds in the North may live in even safer environments
and this could enhance the pre-detection differences between
rural and urban areas. However, it is also possible that both
human presence/disturbance (Carrete and Tella, 2010) as well as
differences in the predator assemblages might cause differences
in avian anti-predatory behavior.
Brain size was not a main driver of rural-urban differences
in escape decisions in this set of European birds. Brain size
was a main driver of escape decisions of North American and
Australian birds when interspecific differences were investigated
(Samia et al., 2015a). At the species level, differences in brain
size are often associated with variation in cognitive abilities
and/or behavioral flexibility (Sol et al., 2005, 2013; Maklakov
et al., 2011). However, as we found, a species’ brain size may
not have a substantial effect on the rural-urban changes in
avian escape decisions within species. Despite that, the effect
of brain size on rural-urban difference in escape decisions of
European birds might differ from that in North American and
Australian birds due to a longer history of close interactions
between birds and humans in the Old World, dating back more
than 30,000 years. For example, Møller et al. (2014) showed
that the relationship between FID and population trends differed
between Europe and Australia on one hand and North America
on the other. Whether this difference is based on cognitive, and
hence brain size, differences among continents still remains to be
determined. Future studies that explicitly analyze the relationship
between rural-urban differences in escape decisions and brain
size on continents that vary in their history of exposure to
human activity are warranted. Such differences in behavior may
have consequences for life history, which are already known
to differ between the Old and the New World with reduced
nest predation and increased fecundity and iteroparity in the
Old World (Martin and Clobert, 1996; Ghalambor and Martin,
2001). The present study indicates that effects of urbanization,
acting through selection on life history decisions, may be more
profound than previously realized.
We conclude by noting that, while the study of FID has
played a crucial role in the development of risk assessment theory
and has been widely used to study the effects of urbanization,
we have shown that other components of escape behavior can
respond differently (both to urbanization and latitude) and
provide a complementary perspective to the study of antipredator
responses. This new approach is essential if we are to understand,
predict and manage wildlife in a rapidly urbanizing world.
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